
 

 Home Temperature & Heating tips

 

appliances, devices and
lights when you are not
using them is a simple

energy and costs.

Lighting your home
Maximise the use of

daylight and think twic e
before switching lights on.
When your lightbulb goes
out, replace it with energy

 
 

●  Turn the thermostat in your living room to 20°C
●  Use radiator valves to turn heating in hallways and bedrooms to between 15-18°C
●  Set your hot water thermostat to between 60-65°C
●  Run your dishwasher at a lower temperature to save energy used for water 

heating
●  Run your washing machine at 30°C if clothes and materials are not very dirty
●  Keep your fridge temperature between 2-3°C and your freezer at -15°C
●  Heat timers are hugely helpful to heat your home at the right time, ideally to turn 

on30 minutes before you need it.
●  Smart heating controls go a step further to control both the time and 

temperatureof your home. The SEAI offers a grant of €700 to help finance these 
●  Service your boiler yearly to make it more reliable, safer and energy efficient.

There are many ways for people to reduce their household energy without
making huge changes to their homes or daily routines.

Here is a list of tips and ideas to help drive those costs down.
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●  The age-old advice to close doors 
is still relevant to keep rooms 
warm.

●  Check windows, keyholes and 
doors for draughts of cold air and 
if you find them, use a rolled-up 
piece of material to plug them.

●  Curtains are great for keeping 
heat in so close them when the 
sunlight has gone and open them 
during the day to allow sunshine 
to warm the room.

●  Most of the energy used by washing 
machines and dishwashers is for 
heating water so setting a lower 
temperature will save energy costs.

●  Make sure you run your dishwasher 
and washing machine with full 
loads.

●  If possible, use a clothes horse or 
line instead of a tumble drier.

●  For every 10-20 seconds your 
fridge door is open, it will take 
approx. 45 minutes to bring 
the fridge back to its original 
temperature so keep the door 
closed when possible.

●  Putting warm or hot food straight 
into the fridge or freezer will bring 
its temperature up and use more 
energy so avoid this if possible.

●  Defrosting the inside of your 
freezer at least every six months 
will help it to run more efficiently.

●  Keep your oven door closed and 
use the space well (fill it with batch 
cooking or add in dessert!).

●  When using your stove/hob, try to 
use the right sized pots for the ring 
and use lids if possible so that heat 
does not escape.

●  Don’t fill your kettle for one cup of 
tea - just fill it enough for one-two 
cups.

●  Use a hot water timer so you have 
hot water only when you need it.

●  Showers use just 20% of the energy 
that a bath uses.

●  Avoid running the hot water tap 
when you don’t need to.
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